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Sadbhavna Session on Personality Development
Sadbhavna Diwali Session
Cultivating Personalities of future Dignitaries: More than 50 Children from Sadbhavna and SOS village came together to participate in
an interactive Personality Development session convened on Saturday, the 11th of April, 2015 at Newgen D-162 Conference room.
The session started with a presentation of three beautiful crafts made by Sadbhavna kids. Ms. Lata, the program facilitator appreciated the
efforts of these kids and encouraged others to follow-in with their naïve artistries. After a round of introductions made by the new kids,
Lata asked these kids to identify what they aspire to be in their lives. Many of the kids cited aspirations to be a Cricketer or a Footballer.
Lata then explained the difference between a hobby and a full-time career to these kids and advised them to have a proper direction in
mind for turning dreams into reality.
Emphasizing the importance of having a Role Model in one's life, Lata asked the children to also identify a Role Model whom they can follow
and whose qualities, persistence and experience can be referred, to excel in all situations of life. She described the word 'personality' as a
combination of person's Character, Behavior and Attitude while elaborating, how, a good character, honest behavior and a positive attitude
can complement an individual's efforts to accomplish his or her goal in life.
The Children were then dictated few adjectives, which they had to classify as positive or negative based on their understanding of the word
and substantiate with reason for their choice. Lata also urged the kids to start reading Newspapers and make it a regular habit, for keeping
abreast and updated with all happenings in their surroundings and beyond.
In the end, Sadbhavna volunteers felicitated the children who presented their art crafts, with attractive gifts. The session concluded with
volunteers announcing few topics from national/international issues, which these children will be required to prepare a write-up of and
deliberate upon, in the next Sadbhavna session.
- Shivam Rai (Volunteer: Sadbhavna)
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